
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cologne, Germany, May 29, 2019-- HEALING SUMMIT 2019, an intimate international 
conference produced by the boutique hospitality brand Healing Hotels of the World, which 
took place in the Algarve region of Portugal, has concluded. This year’s theme, “Take a 
Quantum Leap”, truly resonated with all who attended. Turning the typical business model 
of a conference on its ear, a quantum leap was achieved by the energized atmosphere 
created by the participants. 
 
Socially conscious speakers from the fields of investment, science, healing modalities, 
mission-oriented organizations and travel joined with participants to create an extremely 
collaborative and congenial environment. 
 
Healing Hotels of the World’s annual HEALING SUMMIT has forged a path and created a 
totally integrative experience, melding the opportunity for personal development with 
shared expert information. 
 
The ability to bond and connect deeply with speakers and participants alike was initiated 
by early morning ocean plunges, yoga practiced under towering pine trees, calming guided 
meditation, and healthful fresh juice breaks featuring inventive vegan snacks. 
 
Believing that the only way to improve our world and create a more enriched and joyful 
society is to begin with an inner change, the HEALING SUMMIT presented topics 
addressing how to make a quantum leap in commerce, health and wellbeing, travel and in 
ourselves. 
 
HEALING SUMMIT 2019 took place in Albufeira, Portugal at Pine Cliffs Resort, a Healing 
Hotel of the World member. Featured speakers included Sarah Collins, creator of 
“Wonderbag” a product that provides a much needed cooking methodology for millions of 
women in developing countries, Heidi Kuhn, founder of the not-for-profit, Roots of Peace, 
an organization dedicated to eradicating landmines around the world, Adam Rockefeller 
Growald, of the Rockefeller Family Fund, who seeks investments in socially conscious 
projects and Arta Dobroshi, an actress from Kosova who lived in a devastated war town 
country through a terrifying time, yet was taught by her parents to live a life of joy. 
 
Anne Biging, CEO of Healing Hotels of the World and co-founder of the HEALING SUMMIT 
expressed what truly affected her. "What touched me most was this beautiful bond 
between all participants. In an almost magical way, we took a quantum leap together – for 
each of us in a very personal way. For me, it was fascinating to observe that at some point 
my mind shifted into a beautiful, peaceful, and creative space where we all connected. What 
a gift!“ Dr. Elisabeth Ixmeier, CCO of Healing Hotels of the World, and co-founder of 



HEALING SUMMIT was astonished by the experience. “I do not know how it happened, but 
someone called the HEALING SUMMIT 2019 a ‘special moment in time.’ The mixture of high 
quality speakers providing heart opening content, expert healers creating personal 
experiences, physical activities fostering community, and the abundant beauty of the 
environment, converged into creating uplifting magic.” 
 
The gathering at the HEALING SUMMIT epitomized what it means to take a quantum leap 
by fully integrating all aspects of ourselves and building a strong community of individuals, 
transformed by the HEALING SUMMIT experience. 
 
Plans are already underway for HEALING SUMMIT 2020. The date and location will be 
announced shortly. 
 
About Healing Hotels of the World 
Healing Hotels of the World, a member based global brand encompassing over 100 of the 
best healing hotels and resorts around the world, sits at the intersection of the health and 
wellbeing, and hospitality industries. As leaders in the field, the group has created a new 
space in the market as the first and only global brand of quality member hotels devoted to 
profound individual change through evidence-based modalities dedicated to healing.  

The newest Healing Hotel of the World member hotel is located in Borneo. 

 

 


